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Cambio Wall System

CAMBIO WALL SYSTEM
A Fast, Flexible Approach to
Architectural Wall Design
Mix materials and panel sizes to create a unique design. Install
panels quickly and easily with Cambio’s breakthrough magnetic
installation system.
Exchange panels as needed—or recreate the entire wall.

...get inspired.
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Cambio Wall System

Cambio is change

The only constant is change. In a world that’s shifting faster
than ever before, we believe that nothing should stand still,
from the products we produce to the ways we produce them.
Our very name, Cambio, translates to “change” in Italian,
and it’s at the core of everything we do. At Cambio, we see
the opportunity to bring a unique solution to the world of
architectural wall design.
With the Cambio Wall System, beautifying a space is simple,
flexible, and fun. Our patent pending design makes the
creation and installation of an architectural wall easier than
ever before. Part of the joy of Cambio is the ability to change
the design at any time, switch things out, and see something
new. As you and your space change and evolve, so can your
Cambio Wall System.

...get inspired.
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Designer Series
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Form, line, color, and texture weave together in Cambio’s elevated
Designer Series. Featuring two collections from artists Michael
Golden and Wade Martin, these stunning panels have been
envisioned and crafted to transform any wall into a sculptural
centerpiece. Featuring carefully conceived shapes and materials,
lighting designers and architects alike can explore the play of
light and shadow across multiple panel configurations. With ease
and flexibility always in mind, Cambio’s Designer Series makes it
simpler than ever to curate true artistry within a space.

Cambio Wall System

Michael Golden
Designer Series

“It occurred to me that if you reduce a pattern to its minimal elements,
like the three letters of DNA, you could add these elements back
together to create a variety of layout patterns. Upon understanding
this micro/macro language, over 50+ elements emerged.”
- Michael Golden

...get inspired.
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Michael Golden

Explore the metamorphosing wall designs from artist Michael Golden.
A graduate of Rhode Island School of Design and a resident of New
York City for the past thirty years, he has worked extensively with
the U.S. tile and mosaic industries, designing and crafting works for
both individual commissions and the mass market. Pulling from his
extensive work with stone, glass, ceramic, metal, and wood, the Golden
Series invites the viewer to engage the changing possibilities within
pattern and texture.
Cambio’s Michael Golden Designer Series offers four product lines
that feature this innovative concept: Bilateral, Waveform, Contour,
and Duets. Repeating patterns reflect the principles of tile and mosaic;
each collection distills a design to its most basic elements, allowing the
panels to be arranged in several ways and dozens of patterns.
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Michael Golden

Bilateral

...get inspired.

Cambio’s Bilateral Designer Series panels feature the rich beauty
of wood and dual-tone diagonal lines that can be arranged into six
possible configurations. With five colorways and a clear, satin-coat
finish, Bilateral creates a dynamic centerpiece that can be changed
and rearranged as easily as the rest of the Cambio line. All Bilateral
panels come in an 18”x18” square and feature Cambio’s patent-pending
magnetic rail installation system.
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Michael Golden

Duets

Cambio’s Mazing Designer Series takes the eye through an
intricate journey across line, light, and shadow. Featuring
maze-like, recessed lines, the panels form a repeating
pattern that can be as big or as small as desired. Mazing
comes in 18”x 18” squares and three color options: glossy
white, matte black, and gray. Watch this stunning design
install quickly and easily across your next blank wall with
Cambio’s patent-pending magnetic rail system.

Contour

Simplicity breathes life into over thirty-four pattern
configurations in Cambio’s Contour Designer Series.
Featuring a singular, graceful S-curve set in two-toned
wood, Contour focuses on the repeating lines and
textures contained within the natural world. Offered in
oak, walnut, and maple, these panels come in a lowreflective waterborne finish and feature Cambio’s easyto-install patent-pending magnetic rail system. All panels
measure 9”x36”.
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Michael Golden

Waveform

...get inspired.

Like ripples in water or waves upon
sand, Cambio’s Waveform Designer
Series capture the soothing motion
of gently contoured line. Set in still,
solid colors of glossy white, matte
black, or gray, these panels can
be arranged in twenty different
configurations. All Waveform panels
come in 18”x36” and utilize Cambio’s
patent-pending magnetic rail system
for easy installation and pattern
rearrangement.
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Wade Martin
Designer Series

“Texture is all around, so it’s easy. Humans are tactile. We love to
touch things; with our eyes, a moment of thought, then all the way to
a fingertip! If someone touches my work, I have succeeded.”
- Wade Martin
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Wade Martin

Engage the inviting textures of these Designer Series panels from
artist Wade Martin. Raised in Walla Walla, Washington, Wade is a
self-taught, exploratory artist who pulls inspiration from everything in
the world around him. With a deep appreciation for human subjectivity,
he believes the best conversations about art happen when people
can approach a work up-close. His designs invite the viewer to both
look and touch, creating an immersive installation that speaks to the
senses on a more intimate level.
Cambio’s Wade Designer Series beckons the eye and draws the
hand with three captivating product lines: Mazing, Facets, and Flow.
Light and shadow merge with abstract form to spark the viewer’s
imagination and conversation. Each panel is designed to merge with
the next, creating a seamless pattern that can be installed on a large
or small scale.

...get inspired.
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Wade Martin

Flow

Elegant strokes of gently curving lines liken to stratospheric clouds and long,
winding rivers in Cambio’s Flow Designer Series. The panels feature a repeating
pattern that can be mounted vertically or horizontally for large or small
installations. As its name implies, the Flow carries light along its edges like a
current, changing and moving with the angle of the viewer. The panels come in
18”x 18” square as well as three color options to best emphasize their mercurial
effect: glossy white, matte black, and gray. Install them with precision, ease, and
speed with Cambio’s patent-pending magnetic rail system.
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Wade Martin

Facets

Like shattered glass or fractals of ice, Cambio’s Facets Designer
Series showcases the beauty of irregular form. A particular
favorite of lighting designers, this dynamic, angular design
creates dramatic highlights and shadow that morph and
change depending on its light source. Facets is a repeating
pattern than can be installed on both small and large scales.
Facets comes in 18”x 18” squares and can be installed easily
on Cambio’s patent-pending magnetic rail system. Color and
finishes include glossy white, matte black, and gray.

Mazing

Cambio’s Mazing Designer Series takes the eye
through an intricate journey across line, light,
and shadow. Featuring maze-like, recessed
lines, the panels form a repeating pattern that
can be as big or as small as desired. Mazing
comes in 18”x 18” squares and three color
options: glossy white, matte black, and gray.
Watch this stunning design install quickly and
easily across your next blank wall with Cambio’s
patent-pending magnetic rail system.

...get inspired.
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Building with
Cambio
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Cambio is aligned with this changing world: we hold a deep
understanding that nothing is stagnant and that innovation,
flexibility, and sustainability are necessary values of the modern
economy. We understand that the best designs are simple,
beautiful, and enjoyable to use. In creating Cambio, we combined
these values into a single, breakthrough wall system. Every rail,
magnet, and panel holds the essence of these beliefs. When you
use Cambio, you’re not just transforming a wall into a functional
piece of art, you’re sharing our vision of building a better world
through innovation and design.

Cambio Wall System

...get inspired.
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Wood

Add warmth and natural texture to
your architectural wall design with
Cambio Wood Panels. Wood selection
includes slatted or veneered White
Oak and Caribbean Walnut, and D3
(made from reclaimed Douglas Fir).
Designed to accentuate the beauty
of the raw material, Cambio Wood
Panels have a less-refined edge.
Metal-edge banding can be applied
in brushed silver, black powder-coat,
or white powder-coat. All panels
are finished with a commercialgrade, low-VOC waterborne varnish.
Available in three different sizes, the
panels can be installed vertically or
horizontally.
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Colorblock

Create bold visual statements with Cambio
Color Block Panels. Simple, dramatic, and
modern. Available in three sizes and forty-three
striking colors, they can be installed vertically or
horizontally.

Metal

Create an architectural wall with the function of
a magnet board. Cambio Metal Panels come in a
gloss finish and lend a sleek, industrial quality to
any design. Available in three colors and four sizes,
panels can be installed vertically or horizontally.

...get inspired.
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Acoustic Felt

Create a space that’s as
beautiful as it is quiet with
Cambio’s Acoustic Felt Panels.
Available
in
twenty-three
colors and four different panel
sizes. Panels can be installed
horizontally or vertically.

Acoustic Fabric

Dampen sound on a professional level with an equally
professional look. Cambio’s Acoustic Fabric Panels
come in twenty tranquil shades and four sizes that
can be installed horizontally or vertically.
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Felt Board

Soft, cozy, and sound-dampening, felt brings quietness and a sense of comfort
to large, echoic spaces or any project that needs to cultivate a calming
atmosphere. Cambio Felt Panels come in thirty-three shades and colors that
easily integrate with other panel materials and textures. Available in four
sizes, they can be installed vertically or horizontally.

Pin Board

Disguise the utility of a pinboard within
your architectural wall design. These
self-healing panels are made from
cork and marmoleum, and their matte
finish blends seamlessly with other
textures. Available in rich colors and
three different sizes, Cambio Pinboard
Panels can be installed vertically or
horizontally.

...get inspired.
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